PRESS RELEASE

Comichaus

Discover Indie Comics

On November 21st 2017, Comichaus will launch the beta version of their revolutionary new app, described as ‘Netflix for
indie comics’.
The Comichaus app will include featured releases, new releases and 'most read' comics. Users will be able to stream and
discover the indie comics in the Comichaus catalogue, search and filter comics by genre, creator and title, save comics to
read offline and find out more about their favourite creators. Users can also review and recommend titles with the ability to
share their favourites on social media.
Subscription to the app is £3 per month (or £30 per year) and 50% of advert and subscription revenue will be split with
creators based on how many times their books are read.
Comichaus started life as a website to support and profile small and indie comic book creators, building a respectable
database and marketplace for indie comic books. Meeting an abundance of talented creators, Comichaus launched their
own comic books mere 12-months after they stepped foot onto the indie comic book scene. This comic featured an
abundance of talented creators but Comichaus wanted to evolve.
The app helps raise awareness of the excellent comics Comichaus have been showcasing whilst building the creators’
profiles in order to fund future print issues. All the print issues for sale on Comichaus are also linked to the app so if a reader
likes what they’ve read, they can buy a physical copy and find out more about the other comics their favourite creator has
been involved in.
Comichaus founder, Pete Genepool’s passion for comics is clear:
“The creators themselves are so passionate, it is impossible to resist when you see the products everyone creates whilst still
holding down day jobs and working so hard. They need to be seen by more people!”
The app will be available on Platforms: iOS, Android Versions: iOS 9, iOS 10.x, Android 4.4 - 7.x and Layouts: Portrait
Handset, Tablet Portrait, Tablet Landscape to begin.
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